Ethics Training Requirements by Cohort:

BME PhD Students:
- For students enrolling Fall 2011 or earlier:
  - Was originally IBS606, which is no longer offered. If not yet taken, must take JPE600
  - PHIL 6000 or PHIL 6010
- For students enrolling Fall 2012 through Fall 2013:
  - JPE 600
  - JPE 610
  - PHIL6010
- For students enrolling Fall 2014:
  - JPE 600
  - JPE 610
  - The rest is fulfilled within the BME curriculum

PKU-Beijing Students:
- For those in ATL BEFORE Summer 2014:
  - JPE 600
  - JPE 610
  - PHIL 6010
- For those in ATL between Summer 2014 and Spring 2015:
  - JPE 600
  - JPE 610
  - PHIL 6000
  - Ethics-specific courses in two Integrative Core courses (use temporary ethics training form)
- For those in ATL Summer 2015 and beyond:
  - JPE 600
  - JPE 610
  - BMED 7004
  - Ethics-specific courses in two Integrative Core courses (use PKU ethics training form)